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Gerald Graff Cathy Birkenstein xxvi THIRD EDITION THEY SAY, I SAY The Moves.n Kenneth Burke, Literary Philosophy Form 13 INTRODUCTION What We Like. And so on. As the book becomes a step in my story, it becomes more and more clear to me that I want to return to the origins of my story. That is why I decided in my book to review and evaluate the earliest fabrications that appeared in my head while writing "Islands",
"Sylvia" and "The Captive". I want to understand what these thoughts were that I sketched out on long pages when I wrote The Domestic Romance? How did I come to think about all the other works written by all kinds of people - from Proust to Baudelaire - not yet born? I want to understand how I was gradually formed, how I learned to write, how I managed to grow into the person I became. I want to ask myself what I think about all

this. With what ideas can I get to the heart of the story when I am behind bars? And so I begin to create an imaginative background, which I will refer to when shaping my narrative. In most cases, I just started looking for stories that people could tell about themselves, about their deepest thoughts and desires. For example, The Officer and the Miss came from a childhood story I heard from my Negro grandfather. I often retell it when I talk
to children, because this story is rooted in a deep childhood memory; sometimes I say, "Listen, I'm sure you've ever heard this story from your grandfather, or in a letter, or maybe you've seen it in a movie." It reminds me a little of the playful comparison with the pranks of intellectuals who, when slapped, address the world with exaggerated speeches from the same play as ours
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